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GREEN BAY – We here at the Green Bay Progressive are making a prediction on the result of
tomorrow’s Presidential election. President Barack Obama will win.

  

We don’t generally make endorsements any more. Nobody listens to those anyway. But we
have been watching the polls closely. It is easy to get lost in all the numbers, but truth generally
lies in the simplest conclusions.

  

First, all the polls, right and left, generally concede that the result in 42 of the 50 States is
basically decided. That leaves the election at 234 votes for President Obama and 209 for Mitt
Romney. Only eight “swing” States, Florida, Virginia, Ohio, New Hampshire, Colorado,
Wisconsin, Iowa, and Nevada will decide the election. And it leaves Obama much closer to the
270 votes needed for a win.

  

Of the swing States, Ohio, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Nevada may be within the margin of error, but
most of the polls consistently give the President a decided advantage in each of them. If Obama
wins these States as predicted, even if you give Romney Florida and Virginia, the President has
a win with 274 Electoral College votes. And we are not even counting Colorado and New
Hampshire.

  

There are few scenarios under which Mitt Romney can win, and all of them will require upsets in
States where Obama holds a 2 or 3 to 1 advantage in positive poll leads. While campaign
enthusiasts often talk of enthusiasm and “closing the gap” in the final days of a campaign, it is
generally more wishful thinking than reality.

  

All of this requires that everyone will get out to vote as predicted. Storm damage out east could
suppress the vote there, and everyone is worried about Ohio, where local Republican officials
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have tampered with the election process and absentee voting to such an extent that all the
votes may not be counted for weeks.

  

But lacking some major surprise, Romney will appear to lead in the beginning, with President
Obama not sealing the deal until after the west coast and Hawaii come in at 10:00 PM central.
Then, we predict an Obama-Biden victory. The numbers say so.

  

Nobody loses their job for saying the election is too close to call, but we want to be different and
stick out our neck. We hope tomorrow proves us right.
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